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Address

Smart-Builder Limited
91 Crane Avenue
Isleworth
TW7 7JR London

Country

United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY

The world´s leading software for designing frameless glass structures. There are five modules which can be used as standalone design tools or
integrated into the Smart-Toolbox sales system.
Smart-Shower for configuring glass showers including steam enclosures or bath partitions.
Smart-Shopfront for designing glass shopfronts or internal partition walls.
Smart-Splashbacks for designing glass splashbacks for kitchens and bathrooms
Smart-Balustrade for building structural glass balustrades or pool fences.
Smart-Railing for calculating post based railings with cable, picket or glass infills.
Smart-Web the easy to use simple with wizard interface to connect to Smart-Builder’s full design modules
Our advanced Smart-Toolbox sales system manages customers and quotes for glass (processed or stock), hardware, adhoc jobs and structures from
any of the integrated design modules listed above. Smart-Toolbox contains built in support for operational aspects such as work orders, purchase
orders and easy drag and drop scheduling of measures and installations, plus debtor financials such as invoicing, receipting and statements.
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